Abstract. Techniques of univariate Newton interpolating polynomials are extended to multivariate data points by different generalizations and practical algorithms. The Newton basis format, with divided-difference algorithm for coefficients, generalizes in a straightforward way when interpolating at nodes on a grid within certain regions. While this idea, known as the tensor product case, has been around for over a century, this exposition uses modern multi-index notation to provide generality, concise algorithms, and rigor, appropriate as a topic in introductory numerical analysis. Node configurations where the tensor product case applies are called lower sets, and they include n-dimensional rectangles (boxes) and triangles (corners), the latter having unique interpolation over polynomials of fixed degree. Arbitrary distinct nodes do not ensure unique interpolating polynomials but, when possible, a different basis generalization, which we call Newton--Sauer, results in a nice triangular linear system for the coefficients. For the right number of distinct nodes, an algorithm based on Gaussian elimination produces either this Newton--Sauer basis or a polynomial that is zero on all nodes, showing that unique interpolation is impossible. The algorithm may also be used on any distinct nodes to produce a polynomial subspace of minimal degree where unique interpolation is possible. A variation of this algorithm using matrix block operations produces another basis generalization that we call Newton--Olver, which exactly agrees with the classic one for a corner of nodes and computes an interpolating polynomial using formulas similar to divided differences.
examples in Figure 1 that will guide our discussion. For each set of nodes, a linear system of equations results from setting the polynomial at the nodes to some function values. In (a), if there exists a solution on this circle of nodes, then adding x 2 + y 2 -4 will produce another polynomial solution. Thus, the linear system must have either no solution or infinitely many. In (b), using a different polynomial basis (Newton form), with factors of the form (x -x(i)) and (y -y(i)), will give a particularly simple invertible triangular system. In (c), we could resort to Gaussian elimination on the matrix of the linear system to answer existence and uniqueness. For such an arbitrary set of nodes, we present an algorithm based on Gaussian elimination that will find either a generalization of the nice Newton basis in (b) that facilitates unique interpolation or a polynomial that evaluates as zero at all nodes, as in (a).
Sections 2 to 5 pursue the generalization of the case in Figure 1 (b), where we implement the entire univariate program of Newton form basis and divided-difference algorithm in \BbbR n . The required structure (triangular, rectangular, or a generalization) is needed only in the index set over any distinct coordinates in each variable (see Figure 2 , for example). The index set structure appropriately determines the interpolation space. When the sum of indices is bounded by d (d = 2 in Figure 1 2 \cdot \cdot \cdot x \mu n n : \mu i \in \{ 0, . . . , d i \} \} , a tensor product space. All results of sections 3 to 5 are sometimes referred to simply as the tensor product case in modern surveys of multivariate interpolation [6] . Indeed, the basic ideas have been known since before computers ( [23, p. 204] , [10, p. 267] , and [8, p. 296 ]; see [5] ) but with scant modern exposition using multi-indices (as in [4] ) or concise general algorithms as in this article. Most references treat only the bivariate case as in [16] , which presents an error term theorem that supplements this exposition. While our focus is on algorithms, we prove that the multivariate divided-difference algorithm works by using a general existence and uniqueness theorem.
Interpolation is often used as a tool to derive numerical methods by replacing a function with a polynomial that agrees at created nodes. In this context, a required structure as discussed above could be part of the method design. This is precisely what was done in the application to automatic differentiation [12] that originally motivated this study. There, interpolation was used to find a multivariate Taylor polynomial (or multivariate derivative values), though stability problems were presented in [13] .
In sections 6 to 8, we drop restrictions on geometric structure and consider arbitrary nodes in \BbbR n . Variations on Gaussian elimination are used to explain more Downloaded 11/14/19 to 52.11.211.149. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php recent algorithms in [18] and [14] that form different generalizations of the Newton basis. Exactly \bigl( n+d n \bigr) nodes are needed to try to specify a unique polynomial in P n d , the space of n-variable polynomials of degree \leq d (since the number of unknown coefficients is \bigl( n+d n \bigr) , as justified by a stars-and-bars combinatorial argument). The nodes are called poised (or unisolvent) if they support unique interpolation in P n d . In such a case, as in Figure 1 (c), the algorithms succeed in finding the Newton-like basis for P n d that facilitates interpolation on the nodes. When not poised, the first algorithm finds a polynomial in P n d that is a zero on all the nodes, as in Figure 1(a) . Geometrically, the nodes lie on this level surface, called an algebraic hypersurface. In section 7, we augment the algorithm to produce a minimal degree polynomial subspace within which unique interpolation on these nodes is possible. The algorithm may be used on any nodes to produce a minimal degree subspace [19] , although there can be many such subspaces. In references, interpolation in P n d is often called the Lagrange interpolation problem [22] , which is not to be confused with the Lagrange form, of an interpolating polynomial. We do not consider the Lagrange form, which has conceptual advantages over the Newton form but is computationally inferior [9] .
We encounter some interesting geometric structures in nodes and some curious subspaces of polynomials, but only begin to explore the many interpolation questions along these lines that are asked. There are many different types of results about multivariate interpolation: results that describe other geometric structures in the nodes that guarantee unique interpolation; results on pairing polynomial subspaces with sets of nodes and gauging how far nodes are or can be from certain subspaces; results on interpolating derivatives; and those that give other algorithms for other forms, etc. (see [9, section 6 .10], [6] , [7] ).
Univariate Interpolation.
A review of univariate Newton interpolation will establish notation that nicely generalizes to multiple variables. Take any distinct reals x(0), x(1), . . . , x(d) with any desired function values f 0 , f 1 , . . . , f d , respectively. (The x(i) notation will free us to later use x i and y as multiple domain variables and will emphasize how grid points can be viewed as functions of multiple index values.) The distinct domain values x(i) are called nodes and need not be ordered or regularly spaced in any way. Each index k \in \{ 0, . . . , d\} is tied to a classic univariate Newton polynomial
These polynomials form a basis for the space of polynomials of degree \leq d, such that q k (x(j)) = 0 for j < k. The interpolating polynomial
has coefficients determined by a triangular linear system of equations p(x(j)) = f j . The divided-difference algorithm to compute these coefficients is even more efficient than triangular forward substitution. We introduce the shortened notation
With initial values of f [j, j] = f j , the first argument can be decremented by (1) . (The common proof of this nonobvious fact will be presented in multivariate generality in section 5.) Although the notation shows that a triangular array of values is computed, they are usually computed by overwriting the original one-dimensional array of function values a = [f 0 , f 1 , . . . , f d ]. Formula (2) is applied in decreasing order of j, on d passes through the array, in the algorithm for k from 1 to d
where for loops include the``to"" values.
3. Multivariate Interpolation on a Grid.
Nodes and Polynomials.
For any finite set of nodes in \BbbR n , take each coordinate x i and label all reals used in that coordinate x i (0), x i (1), . . . , x i (\mu i ); we call these tick marks, even though no regularity or ordering is imposed. Think of taking any of the examples in Figure 1 and projecting onto the axes. To take advantage of structure, label them in order of how many times that coordinate value is used, as shown in Figure 2 , an \BbbR 2 example that we will follow throughout this section. Though we use coordinate axes, the algebraic properties that we use do not require orthogonal axes, so structure could be exploited or designed using any invertible affine transformation of \BbbR n . Any combination of one tick mark in each coordinate makes a grid point in \BbbR n . All nodes are grid points, but not vice versa. In Figure 2 , multi-index \lambda = (2, 1) corresponds to node x((2, 1)) = (x(2), y(1)) = ( - 1, - 1). A grid point in \BbbR 4 could be x(0213) = (x 1 (0), x 2 (2), x 3 (1), x 4 (3)), where the condensed notation 0213 is used, when clear from context, for the multi-index \lambda = (0, 2, 1, 3). In general, a multiindex \lambda \in \BbbN n 0 , i.e., \lambda = (\lambda 1 , \lambda 2 , . . . , \lambda n ), where each \lambda i \in \{ 0, 1, 2, 3, . . .\} . Define | \lambda | = \lambda 1 + \lambda 2 + \cdot \cdot \cdot + \lambda n to be the order of the multi-index. Then \lambda = (0, 2, 1, 3) has order 6 and we say x(0213) is a node of order 6. The notation \lambda \leq \beta will mean coordinate-wise, i.e., \lambda i \leq \beta i for all i = 1, . . . , n. Downloaded 11/14/19 to 52.11.211.149. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php For any multi-index \lambda that corresponds to some node x(\lambda ), define the classic Newton polynomial by
Here, x = (x 1 , . . . , x m , . . . , x n ) are free variables and each x m (i) goes through all tick marks with i < \lambda m . For multi-index (2, 1) in Figure 2 , q (2,1) (x, y) = (x -x(0))(xx(1))(y -y(0)) = x(x -1)(y -1). We seek p(x) = \sum \lambda \in I a \lambda q \lambda (x) that interpolates (agrees with) nodes and function values \{ (x(\lambda ), f \lambda ) : \lambda \in I\} for some set of multiindices I \subsete \BbbN n 0 . It is the index set I that distinguishes nodes from arbitrary grid points. Actually, any set of nodes with function values will have a unique interpolating polynomial in this (possibly uninteresting) span over the corresponding classic Newton polynomials. The coefficients are determined by a nonsingular triangular linear system, as will be shown in the proof of Theorem 2. However, with some structure in the index set, the span can be useful and the coefficients can be found by a multivariate divided-difference algorithm. For the corner of nodes in Figure 2 , I = \{ (\lambda 1 , \lambda 2 )| \lambda 1 + \lambda 2 \leq 3\} , the span is polynomials of degree \leq 3 in two variables, and the algorithm detail will be shown in Table 1 .
Structured Index Sets and Divided Differences.
Structured index sets allow us to apply the following generalization of the divided-difference formula:
for multi-indices \alpha \leq \beta with \alpha m > 0, and e m = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) with 1 in the mth coordinate. To use (4), the index set for nodes and function values must include \alpha -e m whenever it contains \alpha . Definition 1. A finite set of multi-indices J \subsete \BbbN n 0 is called a lower set if (\beta \in J and 0 \leq \alpha \leq \beta ) =\Rightar \alpha \in J. Important special cases are a box J = \{ \alpha : 0 \leq \alpha \leq \beta \} for fixed \beta , and a corner J = \{ \alpha : | \alpha | \leq d\} for fixed order d. If a set of points in \BbbR n is \{ x(\lambda ) : \lambda \in J\} for some lower set (box, corner) J, then we call it a lower set of nodes ( box of nodes, or corner of nodes, respectively).
The interpolation space spanned by q \lambda over a corner for order d is P n d , the space of n-variable polynomials of degree \leq d. The space spanned by q \lambda over a box up through \beta is the classic tensor product space Span\{ x \alpha 1 1 x \alpha 2 2 \cdot \cdot \cdot x \alpha n n : 0 \leq \alpha \leq \beta \} . (In [4] , a lower set is seen to be a union of overlapping boxes (blocks) where interpolation is a combination of interpolation over boxes. For a lower set of nodes, [20] shows that any reasonable interpolation space amounts to a tensor product space spanned by corresponding monomials.) To evaluate a polynomial p = \sum \lambda \in J a \lambda q \lambda for a lower set J, nesting of common factors enables a multivariate Horner scheme (see [25] for a twovariable implementation, or very generally [15] and [2] ). We now focus on computing the coefficients a \lambda .
For \{ (x(\lambda ), f \lambda ) : \lambda \in J\} , where J is a lower set, initialize each f [\lambda , \lambda ] = f \lambda and use (4) to work the first argument down to f [0, \lambda ], which is the coefficient a \lambda in the interpolating polynomial p(x) = \sum \lambda \in J a \lambda q \lambda (x) as proved in section 5. There are many options for the particular e m to subtract in (4) and in which order to process entries from J, but a consistent scheme must be developed. The example \beta = (1, 2, 1) requires subtracting e 1 , e 2 , e 2 , and e 3 , which we do in this (left-to-right) Downloaded [24] .) Next, all divided differences are computed by overwriting the original array of function values A[\lambda ] = f [\lambda , \lambda ] = f \lambda for \lambda \in J, so that A[(1, 2, 1)] will be changed four times through the divided differences mentioned above. To process all entries \lambda \in J in multiple passes through array A, we show a two-variable example and then state arbitrary algorithms. Figure 2 provide a specific example indexed by a corner in n = 2 variables up through order d = 3. We seek the interpolating polynomial
Two-Variable Interpolation Example. The nodes in
The desired function values are given in Table 1 (a), which forms the initialization of the array A. The right half of Table 1 shows the divided difference that will be done in pass k through the array, based on multi-index locations given by (\lambda 1 , \lambda 2 ) in decreasing order, so progressing down diagonals. At multi-index \beta = (2, 1), the first and second passes decrement by e m = e 1 indicated by a left-arrow (subtracting the adjacent table value in the direction of the arrow), while the third pass decrements e m = e 2 indicated by a down-arrow. The counter t, next to each arrow, is the number 
Downloaded 11/14/19 to 52.11.211.149. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php of times that the arrow has been in that direction at that location, and tells how far down to step for the difference of node coordinates in the denominator. For example, in pass k = 2 at location (2, 1), the \leftarr 2 describes the operation
which results in f [(0, 1), (2, 1)]. When overwriting, the operation for any arrow must be done before the operation that the arrow points to, which is clearly accomplished by proceeding in decreasing order | \lambda | = \lambda 1 + \lambda 2 (within fixed order doesn't matter). We call this the decreasing-order algorithm. Alternatively, a coordinate-wise algorithm would use six passes through the array, computing sequentially all \leftarr 1, all \leftarr 2, and \leftarr 3, then all \downarr 1, all \downarr 2, and \downarr 3, where within a pass \leftarr are done right-to-left and \downarr top-to-bottom. The result is a nested set of interpolating polynomials, reading coefficients in Table 1 up the finished diagonal after each decreasing-order pass:
Then, z = p 1 (x, y) describes the plane through points (0, 1, 5), (1, 1, 8) , (0, - 1, 9). The quadric surface given by z = p 2 (x, y) is a hyperbolic paraboloid (saddle surface) through values on the six corner nodes of order \leq 2. The unique cubic polynomial through all ten points may be multiplied out to find the standard basis form,
Interpolation on the subset box of nodes up through \beta = (2, 1) needs only that subset of the table (more naturally done by the coordinate-wise algorithm). The resulting six values give
the unique tensor product space polynomial through these six points using powers of x up to 2 and powers of y up to 1.
General Divided-Difference Algorithms.
We now generalize for a lower set of nodes in \BbbR n with maximum multi-index order d. The decreasing-order algorithm [12] for divided differences is for k from 1 to d
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Since \lambda -e m is of lower order, the required values of A[\lambda -e m ] exist and are used before being overwritten. This algorithm is more natural for a corner of nodes in \BbbR n up through order d. Instead of a wasteful n-dimensional array, A can be stored in a linear array, corresponding to a linear ordering of the n-dimensional multi-indices. We say that \alpha precedes \beta if (5) | \alpha | < | \beta | or ( | \alpha | = | \beta | and \alpha k > \beta k while \alpha j = \beta j for j < k).
The first condition is natural in this context, but the second is an arbitrary choice. For example, linear indices corresponding to the array in Table 1 
, where s m = \lambda m + \lambda m+1 + \cdot \cdot \cdot + \lambda n -1, as is argued in [13] for a different application. Our bivariate example \lambda = (2, 1) has
2 - 2 \bigr) = 4 for decrementing by m = 1 (left-arrow) or m = 2 (down-arrow), respectively. All references and index computations could be done once for dimension n and stored in reference arrays keyed only by linear index and pass number k.
The alternative coordinate-wise algorithm simply works left-to-right, making all changes in A for each coordinate before proceeding to the next. Using the maximum in each coordinate \mu m = max\{ \lambda m : \lambda \in J\} , the algorithm (as done explicitly for a two-variable corner in [25] ) is for m from 1 to n for k from 1 to \mu m for j from \mu m down to k for all \lambda in J with \lambda m = j
Since \lambda m = j decreases (and all previous coordinates are finished), the required values of A[\lambda - e m ] exist and are used before being overwritten. This algorithm works for any lower set J and requires iterating through all entries in J with fixed mth coordinate, which may or may not be easy. Values at a box of nodes up through \beta (so \mu = \beta ) could be stored in a true n-dimensional array, so the above coordinate-wise algorithm would be easy, especially if the dimension n is hard-coded into the program.
Existence and Uniqueness on a Multivariate Grid.
A very general existence and uniqueness result over some span will include important special cases for a corner of nodes and a box of nodes (used to prove the divided-difference formula). The result Downloaded 11/14/19 to 52.11.211.149. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php actually applies to any set of nodes whatsoever, not just a lower set. Any finite set of nodes can be described by \{ x(\lambda ) : \lambda \in I\} for some tick marks and some I \subsete \BbbN n 0 . The tick marks x i (j) are reals that are distinct in each variable x i , though often irregular and unordered. For each \lambda \in I, (3) defines q \lambda that has factors (x i -x i (j)) for all j < \lambda i , even though the grid points x(\mu ) with \mu \leq \lambda may not be in the node set (\mu / \in I). Then (6) q \lambda (x(\mu )) = 0 if and only if \exists m \in \{ 1, . . . , n\} such that \mu m < \lambda m , which results in a triangular linear system as seen in the following proof.
Theorem 2 (general existence and uniqueness). Let I \subsete \BbbN n 0 be any subset of multi-indices with corresponding points \{ (x(\lambda ), f \lambda ) : \lambda \in I\} from a grid. Then \{ q \lambda : \lambda \in I\} is linearly independent and there exists a unique interpolating polynomial in Span\{ q \lambda : \lambda \in I\} .
Proof. Suppose p = \sum \lambda \in I a \lambda q \lambda \equiv 0. The equations
a \lambda q \lambda (x(\mu )) \equiv 0 for all \mu \in I may be written in matrix form using the linear ordering (5) Since | \mu | \leq | \lambda | and \mu \not = \lambda , then some \mu m < \lambda m , so that q \lambda (x(\mu )) = 0 by (6) . Along the diagonal, q \mu (x(\mu )) \not = 0. Thus, G is lower-triangular and invertible, so [a \lambda ] = 0 and \{ q \lambda : \lambda \in I\} is linearly independent. An interpolating polynomial must satisfy p(x(\mu )) = \sum \lambda \in I a \lambda q \lambda (x(\mu )) = f \mu for all \mu \in I, so [
Actually, the proof shows that matrix G for the linear system has a block structure even better than invertible triangular. For | \mu | \leq | \lambda | , q \lambda (x(\mu )) \not = 0 if and only if \mu = \lambda . Thus, every diagonal block, corresponding to multi-indices of the same order, is a diagonal matrix with nonzero diagonal entries. One consequence is that if another node is added, hence another \beta \in I and another q \beta , then the new interpolating polynomial will not change any previous terms with order | \lambda | \leq | \beta | , an important feature of the classic Newton basis. Properties of the basis, which we will later try to generalize, include the following: each q \lambda is a polynomial that (a) is zero at nodes of lower order, (b) is nonzero at node x(\lambda ) and (7) zero at other nodes of the same order, and (c) has degree | \lambda | and exactly one term of degree | \lambda | . This tensor product case is an immediate corollary of Theorem 2 with the origin shifted to \alpha , and it is the key to proving the divided-difference formula for coefficients. We will repeatedly use the property that the unique interpolating polynomial for function values on such a subbox of nodes has exactly one term of highest degree | \beta -\alpha | , so the coefficient of the highest power basis polynomial is the same using either of the bases in (8) .
The catch to the generality of Theorem 2 is that Span\{ q \lambda : \lambda \in I\} may or may not be useful. For example, six nodes on a circle in \BbbR 2 do not allow unique interpolation by a quadratic polynomial. However, the circle of six nodes from Figure 1 (a) can be viewed as grid points using tick marks x(0) = - 1, x(1) = 1, y(0) = -\surd 3, y(1) = \surd 3 (four nodes in rectangular corners) and y(2) = 0, x(2) = - 2, x(3) = 2 (two more nodes on the x-axis). For these grid points, the associated multiindices and classic Newton polynomials are q 00 , q 10 , q 01 , q 11 along with q 22 (x, y) = (x -x(0))(x -x(1))(y -y(0))(y -y (1)) and q 32 (x, y) = (x -x(2))q 22 (x, y). So, for values at these nodes, there is a unique interpolating polynomial in the span of these q's which equals Span\{ 1, x, y, xy, q 22 , xq 22 \} . The terminology of [3] would say that the pairing of these nodes and this span is correct. However, this subspace of polynomials of degree \leq 5 may not be useful, since degree 5 is sufficient to interpolate any six nodes, even if they lie on a straight line (where degree 5 is necessary). In section 7, we show one way to find a subspace of polynomials of minimal degree 3 that is correct for the circle of nodes.
The Divided-Difference Formula.
To understand why divided differences work, we provide a direct proof for arbitrary n variables (that generalizes, rather than assumes, a standard univariate proof). Fix nodes and values \{ (x(\lambda ), f \lambda ) : \lambda \in J\} over some lower set of multi-indices J. To establish that the divided-difference formula (4) actually produces coefficients of the interpolating polynomial, we turn it around and define the notation to be the coefficient and then show that it satisfies the formula, a common univariate proof approach. Specifically, Corollary 3 justifies the following notation. 2 \cdot \cdot \cdot x \mu n n , where \mu = \beta - \alpha , which equals the unique coefficient of the highest order term in the Newton form of the polynomial in (8) . In traditional divided-difference notation [8, p. 296] , this coefficient f [\alpha , \beta ] would be written as
which would be much more cumbersome. The multi-index notation facilitates this exposition. Assume the same lower set of nodes with values throughout this section. By (6), the second sum is zero. Thus, the first sum is the interpolating polynomial for the box \{ (x(\lambda ), f \lambda ) : 0 \leq \lambda \leq \mu \} and
The algorithm is based on initializing each f [\lambda , \lambda ] = f \lambda and using divided differences to work the first argument down to f [0, \lambda ] by repeated use of the following theorem.
Theorem 6. For \alpha , \beta \in J with \alpha \leq \beta and \alpha m > 0,
where e m = (0, . . . , 0, 1, 0, . . . , 0) with 1 in the mth coordinate.
Proof. We consider unique interpolating polynomials over different subboxes of multi-indices as diagrammed in Figure 3 . Let p + (x) be the interpolating polynomial for \{ (x(\lambda ), f \lambda ) : \alpha \leq \lambda \leq \beta \} . Let p -(x) be the interpolating polynomial for \{ (x(\lambda ), f \lambda ) : \alpha -e m \leq \lambda \leq \beta -e m \} . Define
Since both p + (x) and p -(x) are in Span\{ x 2 \cdot \cdot \cdot x \mu n n : 0 \leq \mu \leq \beta -\alpha + e \bfm \} . We now show that p(x) interpolates over the union of the subboxes \{ (x(\lambda ), f \lambda ) : \alpha -e m \leq \lambda \leq \beta \} . The overlapping indices \alpha \leq \lambda \leq \beta -e m satisfy p + (x(\lambda )) -p -(x(\lambda )) = 0, so that p(x(\lambda )) = p -(x(\lambda )) = f \lambda . The nonoverlapping edge with \lambda m = \alpha m -1 satisfies x m (\lambda m ) -x m (\alpha m -1) = 0, so that p(x(\lambda )) = p -(x(\lambda )) = f \lambda . The other nonoverlapping edge with \lambda m = \beta m satisfies
We conclude that p(x) is the interpolating polynomial over the union and, by definition, the coefficient of the highest power is f [\alpha -e m , \beta ]. This highest power is x -1) ). Thus, the coefficient of the highest power on the right side of (9) is the desired divided difference formula.
As an alternative to the next section, [17] gives one generalization of the concept of divided differences to any \bigl( n+d n \bigr) poised nodes. The result gives coefficients of our Newton--Olver generalization, in section 8, of the classic Newton basis. For a corner of nodes, the divided difference in [17] matches our classic tensor product divided difference above, as shown in [1] .
Polynomials for Arbitrary Nodes.
We now leave grid points behind and determine to what extent a Newton-like basis, up through degree d, can be found for an arbitrary set of \bigl( n+d n \bigr) nodes in \BbbR n . A standard linear algebra approach can be modified to construct the basis or find an algebraic hypersurface containing the nodes and show that it is impossible. Consider the problem of interpolation in standard monomial basis form, as in the example (10) p(x, y) = c 00 + c 10 x + c 01 y + c 20 x 2 + c 11 xy + c 02 y 2 for n = 2 and d = 2 and six nodes with function values. The interpolation equations form a linear system using a matrix M times unknown coefficients; M consists of powers of node coordinates in a multivariate generalization of the Vandermonde matrix. If M is singular (nodes are not poised), then there cannot be a unique solution. If M is invertible (nodes are poised), then Gaussian elimination can produce M = LU (maybe with a permutation) so that the monomial coefficients can be found with two triangular system solves for each given set of function values at the nodes. If the nodes are poised, a similar process on V = M T will produce (instead of LU ) coefficients of a new basis, found by Sauer in [18] , that shares many of the properties of a Newton basis. Then one (easier than) triangular solve will find coefficients of this basis for each given set of function values at the nodes. If not poised, the process will produce coefficients of a polynomial that is zero on all nodes (an algebraic hypersurface containing the nodes). Then, extending V can produce a minimal degree subspace as in section 7.
For nodes \{ x j \} for j = 1, . . . , \bigl( n+d n \bigr) with each x j \in \BbbR n , define square matrix V = [(x j ) \lambda ], where columns are indexed by j and rows by \lambda , with | \lambda | \leq d. The multi-index \lambda indicates monomial powers in each variable. Since the nodes are not considered as grid points, we use the linear index j. Still, nodes are now associated with a multiindex multi(j) starting with multi(1) = (0, 0, . . . , 0) and continuing consecutively to match the linear ordering (5) of multi-indices, and we can even define the order of a node as | multi(j)| . For example, if x j = (a j , b j ) for n = 2 and d = 2, 
, where f j is the value at Downloaded 11/14/19 to 52.11.211.149. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php node x j . However, we will perform Gaussian elimination steps directly on V and find an upper-triangular matrix W and lower-triangular matrix R, where R defines polynomials in a generalized Newton basis and where simply solving aW = f will give the coefficients of the interpolating polynomial in this basis.
We illustrate with the specific example of nodes from Figure 1(c) . The V matrix is augmented with an identity matrix, forming Each column in the left half corresponds to a node with coordinates initially shown in rows 2 and 3 (2 through n + 1 in general). Each column in the right half corresponds to a standard basis monomial as labeled in the example. Initially, the rows also correspond to these monomials. Again, we block all rows and columns according to the order of the associated multi-index. Initially this holds by definition of V . For an arbitrary row operation, suppose we add - 3 times the third row into the fourth row in (12) . Then the right half of row four will be [0, 0, - 3, 1, 0, 0], which defines polynomial - 3y + x 2 , and the left half of row four will contain - 3 times the y values plus the x 2 values. Adding one row into another always adds the polynomial coefficients on the right while adding the corresponding polynomial values on the left. Clearly, any elementary row operation will not change the property as described in Proposition 7. In fact, row exchanges are never done, as is motivated below. Instead, when necessary, perform a column exchange and note the change in the ordering of nodes from the arbitrary start.
The goal of row operations and column exchanges will be an upper-triangular matrix with identity matrices in the diagonal blocks on the left. If successful, column exchanges may be needed to reorder the nodes so that they are poised in block. Our example already has zeros in the first column since we started with the origin. .
The matrix R defines polynomials r \lambda for each row multi-index \lambda , e.g., r 10 (x, y) = to the Newton basis. The last three quadratics are zero on five of the six points as shown in Figure 4 , where we see one ellipse and two hyperbolas. In particular, each r \lambda is a polynomial that (a) is zero at nodes of lower order, (b) is one at the corresponding node and zero at other nodes of the same order, and (c) has degree | \lambda | .
In comparison with properties of the classic Newton basis (7), this slightly strengthens (b) by normalizing to value one, but weakens (c) since simple algebraic structure may not be possible. Row exchanges are avoided since they could change the degree (c).
If we had started with a corner of nodes in multi-index order, this algorithm would produce the classic Newton polynomial basis only normalized and not in factored form. We call \{ r \lambda \} the Newton--Sauer polynomials, since they are the Newton fundamental polynomials produced in [18] , which builds on [22] ; see those papers for much more detail about their usefulness and effectiveness. Our row operations with column exchanges are equivalent to the steps in [18, Algorithm 4.3], which does not use matrices but operates on polynomials directly (equivalent to right-half matrix coefficients only). Polynomial values are always recomputed in [18, Algorithm 4.4] , which indicates that it might be convenient to store these values, as we have done in matrix W . Of course, our actual matrix memory could be halved, as is commonly done in the implementation of LU -decomposition, by storing the lower-triangular values below upper-triangular values. The process [V | I] \rightar [W | R] can be seen as producing a matrix factorization. The row operations (scaling and additions) can be encapsulated in a matrix E and column exchanges in a permutation matrix P , so that
We conclude that R V P = W , which again says that values of the resulting polynomials are given in W . (A triangular factorization of permuted V is given by V P = R - 1 W .) To finish the example, we find the interpolating polynomial for values, say, f = [5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10] , at the six nodes in Figure 4 . Values should match the ordering of nodes Downloaded 11/14/19 to 52.11.211.149. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php after any necessary column exchanges (of which there were none in the example). Since W holds values of the Newton--Sauer polynomials at the nodes, aW = f describes coefficients of the interpolating polynomial in this basis. This is a particularly easy triangular system. Here, forward substitution (in row or block forms) may be used and results in a = [5, 1, 2, 1, 5, 7] . Thus, p 1 (x, y) = 5 + r 10 (x, y) + 2 r 01 (x, y) is the interpolating polynomial for the three nodes in the lines of Figure 4 . For all six, the interpolating polynomial is
2 ) if desired. Before summarizing this algorithm in general, let's see the insight it brings when nodes are not poised, such as the circle of nodes in Figure 1(a) . The nodes are put into V in the ordering
The algorithm produces equivalent results for any ordering, although it affects the exact Newton--Sauer polynomials. Row multiples and additions on the [V | I] matrix produce the 2 \times 2 identity block and leave a zero in the pivot position in column 4. This is overcome by exchanging columns 4 and 5, so that the ordering of nodes (1, \surd 3) and ( - 2, 0) is flipped. The real interest comes after five pivots when we are left with The last row gives the polynomial p(x, y) = - 4 + x 2 + y 2 , where all nodes have value zero, finding the circle that makes the unique interpolation impossible! For other nodes, a row of zeros may appear before the last row.
In any case, the outcome of this algorithm is satisfying. If successful, we find all nonzero pivots and a basis of P The desired identity blocks in W are shrunken on each deletion, so they correspond to the degree of the monomials involved. Thus, our previous five rows of (13) 12 (x + 1)(x -1)(x + 2). This extended algorithm will work on any number of nodes to produce a polynomial subspace of minimal degree that always contains the unique interpolating polynomial for values on the nodes. It is equivalent to, and gives the same results as, the algorithm in [19] , which is not described in terms of row operations. Often, m nodes will not produce a row of zeros, so only the first m standard basis monomials are required. However, one may need to repeatedly delete rows and augment. The extreme example would be d+1 nodes along a line, in which case the extended algorithm would delete all rows corresponding to monomials using variables other than x (assuming the line is not orthogonal to the x-axis) and generate the classic one-dimensional Newton polynomials up to degree d, normalized. In any case, the resulting Newton--Sauer basis for the subspace will produce nested interpolating polynomials. In particular, the first k Newton--Sauer basis terms of an interpolating polynomial will interpolate the first k nodes in the final ordering, since W is always triangular. Downloaded 11/14/19 to 52.11.211.149. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php 8. Block Gaussian Elimination. We now vary the algorithm that created the Newton--Sauer polynomials in order to obtain a different basis that recovers some of the algebraic simplicity of the classic Newton basis and also recaptures something like a divided difference algorithm. Even for a corner of nodes corresponding to the classic Newton polynomials, the algorithm of section 6 rescales them by normalizing the diagonal entries to 1 in the Gaussian elimination. The idea is to avoid this normalization, thinking in terms of blocks. In the one-dimensional case, a scalar diagonal entry would be either normalized to the multiplicative identity 1 or left nonzero so that we may divide by it. For multivariable diagonal blocks, this suggests either an identity matrix as in section 6 or an invertible matrix as in this section and in the paper by Olver [14] . The intermediate goal of upper-triangular is another reasonable choice. The choices represent a trade-off between which properties of the classic polynomials (7) will be retained in the generalization. We retain simpler algebraic structure by using block Gaussian elimination to produce invertible diagonal matrices.
For example, we start with the same [V | I] matrix (12) for the nodes from Figure 1(c) . The first column is already in desired form and the next diagonal 2 \times 2 block is invertible. To pivot on this block, form the block below it times the inverse of this pivot block,
and add this multiple of the order-one rows into rows below, resulting in The 3 \times 3 block is invertible, so unique interpolation is possible, using the polynomial basis given by rows of the right half. We call these Newton--Olver polynomials
Compared to properties of the classic polynomials (7), property (b) concerning values at nodes of the same order is essentially lost in favor of regaining property (c): each Newton--Olver polynomial has degree | \lambda | and the only term of that degree is 1x \lambda . Some notation will help us better describe this method and the forward substitution to solve for a specific interpolating polynomial. kk B. From D, define the next pivoting block of size m k+1 and repeat. The algorithm assumes that nodes are poised and ordered so that they are poised in block, so each A kk is invertible. Otherwise, it may be more practical to switch to the row operations of section 6 in order to find the necessary column exchanges or find the hypersurface containing the nodes.
The Newton--Olver name reflects that this process is equivalent to the recursive algorithm described in [14, Theorem 5] . Their notation \Omega i k (X j ) denotes row block i and column block j on the kth iteration in our left-half matrix. However, the corresponding polynomials are not given by coefficients as in our right half, but by this process on the standard basis monomials. In fact, [14] includes binomial coefficients with the monomials in the original generalization of the Vandermonde matrix V , so our results differ by this scaling of terms.
To find the interpolating polynomial for given node values, block forward substitution can be done recursively in a manner reminiscent of the divided-difference algorithm. The block-triangular A holds values of the Newton--Olver basis at the nodes. Let the desired node values f and coefficients a be row vectors and solve For a corner of nodes in multi-index ordering, the Newton--Olver polynomials are exactly the classic Newton polynomials and all A i k are the tick-mark differences as in the [q \lambda (x(\mu ))] matrix for the classic Newton system. Again, uniqueness demands this. If the corner has a classic Newton q \lambda (x) and the Newton--Olver polynomial is x \lambda + u(x), where u(x) is lower degree, then q \lambda (x) -x \lambda and u(x) must be the same interpolating polynomial for nodes of lower order.
9. Conclusion. The exhibited algorithms are accessible after only a first course in numerical analysis. They enable practical application and open the door to further study of multivariate interpolation, which is much more involved than univariate. The multivariate extension of the classic Newton polynomials and divided-difference Downloaded 11/14/19 to 52.11.211.149. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php algorithm is a very efficient tool when nodes may be chosen in a corner, box, or lower set. For arbitrary nodes, the matrix algorithms give satisfying generalizations. For multivariate basis polynomials of degree k, Newton--Sauer polynomials can have all nonzero coefficients, while Newton--Olver polynomials are simpler with only one term of degree k, specifically, 1x
\lambda . When applied to a corner of nodes in increasing order of node index, both algorithms will recover the classic Newton polynomials, though the Newton--Sauer normalizes to value one at the associated node. When the nodes do not allow a full basis for polynomials of degree \leq d, the Newton--Sauer process explains why (giving an algebraic hypersurface) and extends to a minimal degree interpolation space.
The divided-difference algorithm and the two matrix algorithms represent very different levels of work. Given an interpolation problem, our first phase is finding the appropriate Newton basis and the second phase is solving for the coefficients of an interpolating polynomial. For a corner of nodes in n dimensions up through order d, the first phase takes no work, and we just write down the classic multivariate Newton basis. The divided-difference algorithm is an extremely efficient second phase using an array of m = \bigl( n+d n \bigr) entries updated on d passes, so the operation count is roughly on the order of dm. Compare this to both matrix algorithms for general nodes that work with m\times m matrices. The first phase is much like LU -decomposition, requiring roughly m 3 operations. The second phase solves one triangular system requiring roughly m 2 operations, versus two such LU solves for coefficients of the standard monomial basis. In fact, the second phase triangular system has blocks on the diagonal: Newton--Sauer has particularly simple identity blocks; Newton--Olver has only nonsingular blocks requiring more smaller scale solves. Of course, only the second phase need be repeated for different values on the same nodes.
Though not the focus of this paper, the numerical error in results and applications of these algorithms deserves further exposition and study. The algorithms of this paper give exact interpolating polynomial coefficients using rational arithmetic. However, floating point arithmetic can lead to significant roundoff error, especially in interpolation problems which can be ill-conditioned. The effect of node placement can be studied through the condition number of the corresponding matrix, specifically G in the proof of Theorem 2 and V in section 6. In an application using a corner of nodes in [13] , condition numbers help explain the loss of some significance in computing multivariate interpolating polynomial coefficients of degree 9 and total loss of accuracy in some coefficients of degree 25. Numerical experiments on arbitrary nodes in [18] used an algorithm equivalent to section 6 on hundreds of random nodes in two variables in [0, 1] 2 , and found mean error around 10 - 7 and largest error around 10 - 3 in (reproducing) node values of a smooth function with maximum 1. This Newton--Sauer basis was significantly more accurate than using a Lagrange basis. The experiments also show that smoother functions produce much better numerical results. The column exchanges used to produce the Newton--Sauer basis can also be used to reduce roundoff error. Since the initial ordering of nodes is generally meaningless, partial pivoting that picks the next (node) column with the largest relative pivot element is a standard numerical analysis technique to reduce error [9, section 4.3] . This can help, especially in computationally tough problems where all nodes are close to an algebraic hypersurface. A different application issue is truncation error when using a multivariate interpolating polynomial, even with exact coefficients, to approximate f at a point other than an interpolated node. A remainder formula for any lower set of nodes is shown in [11] and simpler remainder forms, for more structured nodes, Downloaded 11/14/19 to 52.11.211.149. Redistribution subject to SIAM license or copyright; see http://www.siam.org/journals/ojsa.php are shown in [21] along with a remainder formula for the most general case as in section 6.
The algorithms of this paper could be a basis for further exploration of applications, limitations, and improvements of multivariate interpolation, using classic Newton polynomial forms on structured nodes or Newton-like forms on any nodes.
